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ABSTRACT
PreUminary mission studies were made at the Los A1.mnosScientific
Laboratory for a small nucle~ engine. Single-burn,multiple-burn,and
multiple-stage planetary protis, as well.as lunar and geosynchronous shuttLe
vehicles, were considered. Results indicate thgt a 300-MI engine with a
thrust of -15 OCOlbf, en engine mass of 6WCIlbm, and a specific impulse
for a wtde variety
of advanced
of 825 to 875 sec would be vezy attractive
and pqfloads, including many missions that have previously been
missions
conside~d for the much larger NFJ?VAengine. TW small engine is particularly
suttable for unmanned missions to the outer planets.

IXTROIXJCTION
The Los Alsmos Scientific Laboratory has proposed the development of a small nuclear rocket engine to obtain the mexinum benefit from the accomplishments attained to date in the nation’s nuclear
rocket program. The small-engineprogram would
provide mnt Inued develop=nt of nuclear rocket
technology through fMght testing end would result
in a useful space propul.s
ion system.

A small-enginedefinition study will be performed at IAsL, beginning February 1, 1972 and continuing through Fiscal Year 1973.

In

supprt of the

mission-study work that will be performd concurrently within NASA, it has seemed appropriate to
publish the results of the preliminary mission
a-sis
sJ-=@ done at MsL wh~e tivesttiating.
the small+ ngine concept. These results are of
United scope, cwering only a single power density
end few performance varfations; the ~mts

The small-enginemission study presented in
this report indicates that such a device is very

Wu

~

superseded as the study progresses in a rsxe
comprehendIve effort.

attractive for a number of advanced space applications, with a grcwth potentiel that is clearly superior to that of chemical propulsIon systems. The
engine would be useful.initia13y for early unmanned
missions to the outer planets (for example, a 50Mlb-peyload direct flight to Neptune) and would provide the capabiltty both for much larger unmanned
payloads to the outer planets and for carrying
heavy p~loads to and from the moon snd/or geosynchronous space bases. Another attractive feature
is that a ccmplete nuclear stage capable of useful
missions can be launched from a single Earth Orbital

.

Shuttle vehicle. Early fM@

testing from a safe

earth orbit could be accomplishedwith either the
Earth Orbital Shuttle or a Titan III launch veh~cle.

Data generated in the study are intended to
serve as a guide to the general ranges of thrust and
cor.mspondIng engine mass that would be of greatest
Utility. Three classes of mission were considered:
(1) unmanned planetary probes that would be representative of early flight tests end would demonstrate
e
the nuclear engine, with constraint on total initial
mass in earth orbit; (2) more advanced unmanned
planetary probes in which staging or multiple-burn
strategies are all@ed, and (3) ‘reusableshuttle
missIons carrying heavy payloads to and from lunar
and/or geosynchronousorbit.
A brief description of the engine on which most
of this analysis is based is included in an Appendix.
1

Engine Thrust, Nuclear:

CONCLUSIONS
Major conclusions of the study are:
●

The power range of 150 to 400 w

Thrust

(lbf)

brackets

the optinnszengine size for single-burnprobe mis-

Flow Rate, Nuclear:

sions out of earth orbit for an initial mass in

Flow rate

(lbm/see)= (thrust, lbf)/(Im, see).

earth orbit of 30 000 to 100 000 lbm and a wide
range of peyloads. In this range, the nuckar en-

specific Impulse of Chemical Stages:

,

AV:
Equivalent Ilspul.sive

gine is competitivewith a chemical 8tage for
Jlxpiterewingby missions.
●

46o sec.

Results are presented in terms of en equivalent

Advanced probe missions characteristicof

the 1$180’s(e.g., 5000 Ibm payload, 2~-day

direct

impulsive AV applied h

the initial orbit. In terms

of the final.orbit achieved, this bV ia given by

flight to Neptune) can be launched with either a

Aveq“~ #o + (e-1) K/r

two-burn single stage or two single-burn stages
based on the use of a 300-~/6000-lbmengine

(15

000

where:

e

lbf thrust) and a total initial.mass in eath orbit

The same 300-Mr/15

= eccentriclty of orbit,
= perigee of orbit,

‘P
K = earth gravity constant,
~ 800 miles3/sec2,

of 65 Ooo to 75 CQO lbm.
●

-V.

P

000-lbf thrwt engine,

V. = velocity in initial orbit,
25 039 ft/sec

upgraded for long life, multiple starts, and reusability--shieldedfor manned use--is quite suitable
for

shuttling large payloads to a lunar or geosyn-

chronous orbit frcm a safe base earth orbit and
back. A double perigee burn Is reccnmzended
to avoid
excessive gravity losses for the initial burn out

The AV Is equivalent in the sense that AVeq applied
impulsively in the ini.t
id orbit will result in the
same hyperbolic excess velocity as the orbit defined
by e end rp.

of earth orbit if the total vehicle mass exceeds
SINGLE -WRN HANEIMY

. 200 000 lb. Although the reusability of the small
engine wUC

be decreased due to the longer required

General

burning tIme, this disadvantage is more then offset
by the smaller hydrogen end stage masses associated
with the reduction In engine mess.

PROES

For early planetazy probes it Is assumed that
the nuclear-engiheoperatl.cmwill be ccmstrained
to a single burn, w Ithout cooldown, and that the
total initlel mass in earth orbit will be con-

GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS FOR ALL CASES STUDIED
Initiel Orbit Parameters (CircularOrbit):
Perigee

= 42@ miles (255 n-miles altitude).

Velocity

= 25 039 ft/sec.

Tank MRSS(M,):
MS Nuclear

= 0.16 (propellantmass).

MS @emical = pm

llsrt mass , (i.e., A’ = 0.9).
9

strained by launch-vehiclecapabillties. Three
cases were treated as follcws:
Initial liaes,
llnn

Launch Mode

●

30 0cx3

Titan III launch

●

50000

Earth Orbital-shuttla (EOS) launch

●

100000

Orbital assembly of two EOS launches

Results
Results of these studies are presented in

Engine Mass (Me) :

Figs. 1 through 5, as discussed in the follcuing
Me

NUCbSr

= 1500 + 15 (power, W),

lbm*.

Me Chemical = Engine mass is included In tank mass.

parsgraphs.
Figures land 2:

The AVeq is given as a func-

tion of payload plus engine sws.sfor cases of ini-

*

tial mass equal to 30 000 lbm (Fig. 1) and 50000
See Appendix.

2

lbm (Fig. 2) for different thrust levels. The

EQUI
ft/

EQUIVALENT IMPULSIVE AV,
ft /s,c
T, lb

“r

I
Iw = 875
ITIALMASS’IN EARTH
ORBIT
0,000 lb

.

ENT IMPULSIVE AVO

I

lIs@375
lNiTIAL Ml
ORBI1

1
INEARll
50,000lb

+
<
3opoo

POWER,.
MW

Km

Iqlfx)
o

s

K

o

~.

WoQ

Io,wo
15gKlo
PAYLOAD + ENGINE MASS, lb

PAYLOAD + ENGINE MASS, lb

Fig. 1. Eauivahnt AV for an initial mass of
36000
lbm.

Fig. 2.

ITIMPULSIVE AV,

Equivalent AV for an Initial mass of
56000
lbm.

EQUIVALENT IMPuLSIVE AV,

ft /see

k

30,cnn

Ioe,ooo

INITIAL
MASS, —
lb

2090C

Atom

2Qc0

ENGINE MASS = 1500 + 15 (POWER)
Iopcc

E
loco

2

REACTOR POWER, MW

Fig. 3.

Equivalent N? as a function of power for a
3000-lbm payload.

100

203
5
REACTOR POWER, MW

)

Fig. 4. Equivalent AV as a function of pcwer for a
m-lbm
payload.
3

E:~j::&ENT

Comparisonwith chemical Engines (F%. 6)

IMRJLSIVE AV,

40,0001

I

I

I

I

INITIAL MASS,
lb

\

I
I
ENGlkE MASS ~ 6~
POWER = 3CN3MW

The nuchar engine would genexaUy be operated
lb

with an upper chemical stage to maximize the total.
AV achieved. The mass of the chemical stage can be

.

optimized for each case. Hcwever, In meny missions
a miter

SW@W

should be utK1.izedto increase

the effectivenessof the chemical-stage’
impulse by
burning at perijove. me

nominal required AVeq

fran earth orbit, to reach Jhpiter in - 500 deys
within the 1982-199 time period, is 24 000 ft/sec.
Then2fore, for comparisonpurposes, it is useful

\

to calculate the initial mass required in earth

875
m=
...

\\

ZqxsJ-

~

orbit as a function of the payload for AV
=
eq
24 000 ft/sec for both nuclear and chemical stages.
For the nuclear stage, the data can be taken from
Fig. 5.

These data have been extended end are
6. For the chemical stage the mess

plotted in F%.

rat10 is constant at 9.22 and this straight line
is

825

w+

&o

&

&

&

&

,? xl

NUCLEAR PAYLOAD, lb

also

plotted in Fig. 6.

NO gravity losses ~ve

been charged to the chemlce.1.
system because it is
assumed that the thrust would be comparable to the
tiitial mass.

It can be seen fran the intersection

of the curves that a saving in initial mess Is obtained w Ith a nuclear stage for pWICEUIS exceeding

grevity10SS 1S the N d~e=nce

*~een

t~

f~lte -

thrustnveqend the infinite-thrustfiVeq. Note that

3100 lbm end that the saving is greater then 50%
for payloads exceeding 7100 lbm.

these figures cmtaln no implied relationshipbetween
engin? we I@
F@

scu with a 1500-w Nuclear St%e (F%. 6)
Compari

and thrust.

res 3 and 4:

The data

of F~s.

1 ~d

replotted vs pcwer for two fixed peylceds of 3CXXllbrn
(Fig. 3) a=

!W@

For the scalhg law used, a 1500-M nuclear

2 ~

lbm (F*. 4) with the as~d

en-

stage would have an engine mass of 24 000 lbm.
l%is is consistentwith estimates of a modified

gine weight-poiierscaling law. Cuxves for en initial
weight of 100 O&3 lbm are also presented. These

INITIAL MASS IN
EARTH 0R817, lb
1

cuzves point out the existence of en optimum pcwer
level for a given initial mass. Note that the optimum pcwer level is not sensitive to payload (compan?
I?igs.

3 and 4).

to 300 w

SINGLE
200.DXI
STAGE.

A power level in the range of 203

is near optti

for the r-e

~’%

“ 2’,W

‘t f*=

of IXU’SIH/

ters aseumd.
Figurs 5:

Data

f~

FUS.

3 -d

4 S=R e~ended

Ioo,om

for the particular case of 3(X3 w power (6000-lbm
engine) to shuiia range of PSY1OSAS. Corresponding
= 825 sec are also shcn?nindicating
results for I
sp
a small degradation in performance. ~cause pcuer
is held constant, the thrust iS sll.ghtkfhtiher

NUCLEAR

,

.o~
PAYLOAO,

lbf vs
— 14143 lbf for 1~ = 8i’5see) PartialJy offsettin+!the IQ WrSaSe.

STAGE

lb

(15 WO

4

Fig. 6.

Vehicle mass requirements for a 24 000
ft/sec mission.

NERVA engine operating cm one turb@ump, without a

TwO-Durn Planetary Probes

shield. Thus the extension Of the scaling law previously used up to this pcwer level is reasonable.
Figures 3 end b indicate that, for an initial mass

,

in earth orbit in the range of 30 000 to I.00000
lbm, the 1500-hii-engine
with a mass of 2b O@l lb is
far beyond optImum. This same power-engine mass

J

canbination has been calculated for the bVeq =
24030 ft/sec case for a range of payloads, with the
results p=sented in Fig. 6.

fi can be seen that

the small nuclear engine requires a smaller initial.

The -e
s@~

UW

gravity losses associated with a
burn *

of earth orbit can largely be

werccae by nmltiple bums using the perigee-kick
technique. Most of the advantage to be gained for
the small engtie can be obtained by using two burns
rather than one. Disadvantages of this technique
are that the operation is nxn-ecomplicated end that
the nuclear eng%ne gust be cooled dcwn after the
first burn.

The follcx.ring
guidelines were used in

enalyzing this technique:

mass in earth orbit than the large nuclear engine
●

for payloads up to 30 500 Dm (correspondingto
170000

lbm in earth orbit). At this point, how-

ever, staging or miltipb -burn strategies can be

●

Eight percent of the hydrogen consunn?dh

the first burn is used for cooldown, uith no fmpul.se
benefit.

WWtP’LE-lWRN AND WIfl!IPIE-Sl!AGE
PMNETMW

PROES

(The total hydrogen needed for shutdown

and cooldcwn more nearly amunts to 3.2$and would,
b

General

elliptical orbit (AVeq ~ 8905

ft/see).

used with the small engine to eubstantially improve
performance as wll.1be shown in the next section.

The first burn is terminated on attaining

a 24-h Intemdiate

fact, be used for useful thrust at about one-

half the full-power specific impulse; however, the
The gravity losses associatedwith a singleburn use of the nuclear engine beeeither -e

excessive for

payloads or large-&V missions. An ef-

effectiveness of

this

Impulse

is

diminished because

it occurs in regions of decreased orbit velocity
relative to perigee velocity.)

fective approach for overcoming these losses is to
use either nultlple burns on a single nuclear engine
or to use multiple nuclear stages rather than nti

to a heavier, higher-thrust engine.
As sxmtioned in the previous sectica, Jupiter

.

The second burn is initiated 60 deg prior

to the intermediate-orbitperigee.
●

There is no cooldcwn d’ter the second burn.

The results are presented in Fig. 7, in which the

swingbys can be used very effectively to Each the

initial mass in earth orbit is plotted as a function

outer planetary regions. For example, a 28cwLw

of the W1-d

mission to Neptune requires a AVeq Of 34 Ooo ft/sec

fol-lxa?s
:

for

delivezed. A typical case

a direct flight, whereas a AVeq of 25 @30 ft/sec

Vehicle hfass,
lbm

is sufficientwith a Jupiter ewingby. Ewever, this

●

app~es only if Neptune is at the correct point in

InitN

its orbit as the probe passes. The best opportu-

Burn 1, 23.15 mi.n
Eurn-1 cooldown

intez=ml.s.The situations for Saturn snd Uranus

Mass at start of Rum

m

Burn 2, 35.9.5 mr-n

similar. Interest in missions to the outer

planets will continue during the 19%3’s even though

Mass at

the propulslca requimnrmts are high; thus direct

Drop engine

flights to the outer plzmets will be prospective

Pfwload

as

A hfSSS,
lbm

80000

total vehicle

nities occur in 1979 and thereafter at 12.~-year

is

22 464
1 T$q’
2

55739
34872
20 86’j’

burnout

15 461

and tank
5406

missions for a small nuclear engine. As an exenple
has been
of 34 000 ft/sec
of such a mission, a CW
eq
selected. This correspondsto a hyperbolic excess

✎

veloci@ of 47 241 ft/sec for the simple coplanar
case analyzed.

A single case with en actual cooldcwn profile
has been calculated to check the validity of the
assumpticms and to determine the effect of the
cooldcwn on the inte~diate
are shown in Fig. 8.

orbit. The results

The burn Intervalswere

5

INITIAL MASS IN
EARTH ORBIT, lb
SINGLE NUCLEAR STAGE:

‘\

I
I

\

\

COOLDDWN RAISES PERIGEE
204 MILES

\
\
\
.

OPTIMIZED TW)-2URN
NUCLEAR STAGE

;

%k%$&%iifE’;$
SAME IMPULSE USED AT
PERIGEE)

}
I
I

j

‘\

AVW = 34@0

.

fl/sec

(VO = 47,240 fVied
FMYLDAD= 7440 lb
‘N’T’& ‘m’U’=
‘mm’b
DRY STAGE= 17,937 lb
THRUST = 14,140 lb
SPEClflC IMPULSE:

\
‘\\\

x

/

/

)

S7S sacFULL POWER
476 SK CCQLDOWN

‘\__..”’

8.

mg.

engine,
earth

Orbit
schematic
for a two-burn
escap
maneuver with cooldcwn considered.

provided
escape

the

so that

staging
the

be used at an intemdiate

is perfom?d

seccnd-stege

prior

impulse

to
can

orbit perigee. Thus no

cooldown is required for either engine, and the
perigee-kick technique is utilized.
The results, plotted h F@.

7, c~=~

s~

en ~~ewnt
F@.

over the two-burn c~e.
A typical two-stage case would have the follow-

Vehicle requirements for a 34 000 ft/sec

~.

mission.

ing
optindzed

for

maximum pwload.

the two bums

All

impulse

achieved ia 7440 lbm compared to

7270 lbm for the assumption made In arriving at
The effects of the ccd.dcwn are:
*
The intemn?diateorbit apogee is raised

Initial total vehicle
=

mine

I.,19.64

MSSS at bwnout

Mass in k8-h orbit

Discard tank and engine

perigee* is similarly raised from 4527

●

The total impulse is 44$ less effective (in

increaehg AVeq) then the same impulse applied at
perigee.
lvo+tage Planetary Probes

9048
36 905

22 326

Burn Eagine 2, 23.02 min
Mass

Me

19048
45 952

Discard tank end engine

29 88o miles at the beginning of the second burn.

to 4731 miles.

65 OCCI

min

from 26 440 miles at the end of the first burn to

●

b Mess,
lbm

and during cooldcwn was qpl.i.edtan-

tor). The PW1OSA

●

Vehicle Msss,
lbm

dur~

gentially (along the direction of the velocity vec-

Fis. T.

characteristics:

at

Peyload

burnOut

14 579

9572
5006

The first stage is left in a 48-h orbit.
desirable to carry enough extra hydrogen

Itmqfbe
to

boost

the used first stage to earth-escape condittcms
after staging; this would increase the ttial ~ft~
mass h

earth orbit by 620 lbm in order

to

achieve

the same delivered payload as In the exan@la given
An advantage over the two-burn case can be obtained by staging, despite the added mass of en extra
*
Measured in statute miles fran earth center.
6

abwe.

,

went Into great &tail

SHUl?ME VEKICLES

of stage

design, is used

herein as the basis for predicting stage weights

hneral

for the nuclear shuttle. The stage design referred
Although the first small nuclear engines would

.

presumably not be built for long life, reusable

‘d

st~es, or be man-rated, it is usefhl

to

ascertain

hm

tO

fit

a small.

nuclear

engine,

upgraded

these

criteria,would perfomn in missions that have his toricalJy been postulated for the 75 000-lbf NERVA
engine. The missions are shuttle or logistics ruund
trips to synchronous or luu.r orbit. The first obvious difference is the lcw thmst,

15 000 lbf, of

the small engine. B’ the missions were to be performed as postulated for NERVA, I.e., with a single
bun

out of earth orbit, then the factor-of-five

reduction in thrust would lead to large gravi~

to Is the Iockheed Missiles and Space CmnpeIW (WC)
mcdular-tenlcconcept described in the Phase-III
performance zxwiew documsnt ll&C-A$%1482,
December 17, 1970. !lhisparticular design is suitable as a basis for cunparison because it incorporates a ‘&o@.sion

tiule” which includes a

medium-capacitytank (37’ 371 lbm of LH2) to which
additional pzwpellant modules are clustered to make
up the -e

stage. Stage-weight differences can

be predicted by accounting for known differences
between the 11.!SC
stage design baaed on NERVA p?mpulsion end a stage design baaed on a ama3J.nuclaar
propulsion engine.

losses (particularlyfor the lunar mission). However, as Indicated earlier, them? Is a straQhtfor-

IAW

Stage Weights
‘12he
refemmce total stage weight is 81241 lbm

ward way to overccme these losses by the perigeekick technique. In this technique the thrust Is

(b

divided into short segments taken ne=

lbm of reaction-control-system(RCS) pmpelhnt.

orbit perigee.

tiert weight)

plus 269477 lbm of IH2 and 2200

The result is a series of elliptital.orbits, each

The weight of the propulsion module alone is 42080

with nearly the semE perigee but Itlcreas
ing apogees.

lbm (dry inert weight) plus 37 371 I.bmof ~

pro-

In this way thrust is utilized near maximum orbit

pellant. Major subassemblyweights are 27798 lbm

velocity and is therefore maximally effective. ~

for the NERVA engine, 59CCIlbm for the external

limiting thrusting periods to O.5 h maxhumn, the

shield, and 2034 I.bmfor the astrionics and auxiliary

gravity losses in earth orbit can be kept to a few

pmlmlsion in the control and assembly module.

percent.

Stage Weight Scaling

This, then, correspondsto the situationpostulated for a NERVA=pca?erednuclear stage h which the
first bum

The following fonuula is used for stage-eight
Scallng:

out of earth orbit kats roughly 0.5 h

mm

weigh t,

end the correspondinggravity loss is rcughly 6$

NERvA

-l

Nucber Engine

(for the lunar mission). If a nuclear stage powered
by a small nuclear engine would use this perigee-

Engine

27798

6 500

kick technique, the mission AV’s would be ccxuparable

Tank

2 403 + 0.16 Ml

to those for NEHVA; hcwever, because the small engine
weighs much less the stage weights would be appre-

Astrionics +
auxilia.xy
propulsion

2 035

2 035

ciably less. The main penalty, compared to NERVA,

Shield

5900

2000

would be an operating time rm@ly

four times longer

Total

38 136 + 0.I.6 Mk

2 403 + 0.3-6 Mi

u

938 + 0.16 MA

than that of a NERVA engine, restricting the use of
the small engine to fewer missions. However, the
savings In stage weight easily justify this reduction in engine lifethe.
Ead.s

for Comparisen w Ith NERVA
Years of work were ape@

in the Nuclear Flight

System Definition Study performed for NASA by three
contractors. One of these studies, all of which

Ml = hydrogen capacity in lbm.
This basis for scaling gives both the correct propulsion-mcduleweight —
and the correct total stage
we ~t
for the Ii4scdesign. The 0.16 factor for
scaling on l@rogen capacity includes all we@hts
not spacifically itendzed, e.g., tank structures,
meteoroid and ttimsal protection, assembly and

7

.

docking
trols,

structures,

end

propellant

tank-feed

systems,

loading
e.11

and

tenk

con-

of which are pre-

!l!hese
AV’s are based on

a &)

n-mile lunar polar or-

bit and on leaving the moon at the least favorable

sumed to scale with the propellant load. The re-

time. For our purrmses these eight meneuvers cen be

duction from 38 136 to 12 938 lbm in basic stage

consolidated into two main intervals---outboundand

weight is attained specificallyas a result of re-

return,withAVIS of 13 016 end 14 668 ft/see, res-

ductions In engine end shield mass. The mass of

pectively, plus the appropriate gravity

●

losses.

the smell nuclear engine of 6500 lbm is obtained by
edding 500 lbm to the weight of the engine, to eccount for the insulators required for long life.

Payloads
Payloads are taken from the reference mission

The shield mess of the smell nuclear engine is en

USed by ~.

educated gue8s based on the scaled-downengine di-

clude the actual delivered pqflosd plus all ancil-

ameter end pump weights. Actual shield weights will

lary materiel unloaded in the same orbit.

For our purposes the payloads in-

depend strongly on etege configuration: A long
Mms,

array of tanks would obviate the need for supplemental external shielding,but a single squat tank

Unloded

lbm

in Lunar Orbit
85965

might require some extra shielding amounting perhaps

Actual

to>

Ullege gas dropped

1141

a consideration in the final choice of stage con-

Boiloff in orbit

1173

figuration. Errors mede in the given assumptions

RCS consumption

2000 lbm. This shielding requtiementwould be

~lOSd

will tend.to be self-compensatingbecause reductions in shield weight will be eccanpenledby re-

88829

Total.
Leaded inLuner Orbit

quired increases in tank weight due to the poorer
configurationfor hydrogen storage.

550

2012.4

Total
Unloaded in Earth Orbit

20 Ilk

Actual p~ld
Lunar MiSSiOn AVp6

2 01.2

Residuals

The lunar shuttle selected as the baseline

.550

RCS propellant

22 676

Total

NXRVA mission will be considered first. The psyloed is taken from the base orbit of 255 n-mile to
lunar polar orbit and is there exchenged for a return pe@oed.

Equivalent Specific Z?!E!S&
The LMSC study used an engine specific impulse

The required velocity increments are te3cenfrom

or 825 sec at ~

power. However, their study also

the IMSC reference lunar mission. Eight engine

accounted for reactor startup,

burns are required as follows:

down, dropping of UJ.1.age
gas, SJXIboiloff end RCS

Maneuver

AV, ftisec

shutdown

and

cool-

propellant usage in transit. All.these impulse aegredations can be lumped together and a total ef-

‘l?renslunar
insertion
(includes 666 ft/sec gravity loss)
Midcourse

10705

68

correction

fective specific impulse can be calculated, based
on the actual mass ratio end actual total.AVIS for
the entire outbound end return portions of the trip.

Lunar orbit Insertion
Total

13 6a2

This process leads to the following effective
specific-impulsevalues:

Transearth Injection
Burn 1 - 36 h ellipse

1 960

Burn 2 - plane change

910

Burn 3 - leave moon

1 596
a

Midcourse correction
Earth orbital insertion
(includes 79ft/sec gravity loss)

Tot.eJ-

Outbound

=

783.7

sec

Return

.

78k.9

SeC.

By using

a value

This value of @4.2
10 213
14 i’k-f

of 784.2 sec for both legs of

the trip, one can duplicate the actual final mess.
sec willbe

usad for this study.

.

Lunar Shuttle Based on Small NiIclearEngine
The abwe pmcedue
WY

NERVA-bsaed stage. This benefit is obtained at the
expense Of kmger engine running ttie S,nda

provides a straightforward

what mom

of calculatingthe stage weight for a small

mm?-

complex mission.

The trajectories for the one-bum and two-

nuclear engine that wuihi accazplish the sanE mission as the NERVA with the same payloads and using

burn transl.unsr-injection
cases are shuan in

the same effective specific impulse. The cakula-

Figs. 9 and 10, and the total vehicle mass compari-

tion is iterative because the gravity losses on

son is shown in Fig. Il.

both the trenslunar insertion (TLI) and earthSynchronous-Orbit Shuttle

orbital insertion (EOI) are dependent on stage mass.
Results of this caaparison are sham

The shuttle of large payloads to and from

in

Table 1. As indicated in this table, large savings

earth synchronous orbit is basically simil.swto

in stage and hydrogen mass can be realized with the

the lunar-orbit shuttle. The total round-trip AV

small engine by using two or mom

is vexy nearly the same, but is divided differentIy

burns for the

resulting in lcwer net gravf.tylasses.

translunar insertion,as compared with the heavier

TAKAEI
COMPARISON OF ImAR SRUITLE BASED ON SM4LL ENGINE
WITS SHUITLE BkSED ON NERVA

Small Nuclear Engine
Number of burns for translunar
insertion

1

2

46b 040

365 7&

TLI gravity loss, ft/sec

b 850.

1950

D31 gravity loss,* ft/sec

1 qo

Initial mass in earth orbit, lbn

NERVA

1

4
327340
500

438832
666

800

‘p3

’79

3= 839

228 110

194 989

269 4?7

62 999

49442

Total full-power running time, h

b.46

3.24

2.76

0.7’5

Intermediateorbit period(s), h

none

3.49

2.13
3.39
7.81

none

Intenwdiate orbit apogee(s), miles

none

9464

6 131
9841
20 358

Hydrogen capacity, lb
Dry stage mass, lb

*

Single bum

44 136

81241

none

in all cases.
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BURN 2
BURNI
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>
‘\

\
\

“\

0

EARTH

\
EARTH

‘\ \
\ \\

\
\

ft/ssc

\

.

,/

“\
‘\\

/
\\__/~

INITIAL THRUST/WEIGHT = 0.039
GRAVIIY LOSS .4850

\

I
\

BURN DURATION: 3. I HOURS AT FULL POWER EOuWALENT

>

‘\\
\
1

I
%

\

\

~
\

\

/i

EACH BURN:
61 MINUTES AT FULL POWER EQUIVALE~
INITIAL THRUST/WEIGHT =O.041
GRAVITY LOSS = 1990 ft/s8c

Fig. 9.

Single-burn translunsx injection for a
lunar shuttle mission.

Fig. 10.

Two-burn trsmslunar injection for a
lunar shuttle mission.

TheAV’s without gravity losses are:

INITIAL MASS IN
EARTH ORBIT, lb

Maneuver

1.

~

78o8

Out of 255 n-mile orbit

2.

Into synchronous orbit*

5970

3.

out of synchronous orbit*

5970

4.

Into255 n-mile orbit

7809

*

Ihcludes 28.5 deg plane change
Calculations for finite thrust were performed

as follows. For a given mass in earth orbit a tsngential-thrustburn was performed until an orbit was
achieved tangent to the synchronous orbit (orbit
apogee f?qud to synchronous altitude). The

IUSSS on

this Hohmann transfer orbit was then multiplied by
the appropriatemass ratio for the impulsive maneuver* required to inject into the synchronous orbit
(including a28.5-deg phnechsnge)

at the transfer-

orbit apogee. This yields the mass in~ected into
Fig. Il.

Initial mass requirements for a lunar
shuttle vehicle usa small nuclear
engine.

SYIIChrOXIOUS

orbit wae calculated simihrly by performing Maneuvers
3 and k In reverse o?sier,assuml.ng
some final nxms
in

The total stage scaling law, the overall en-

orbit. The mass leaving synchronous

esxth orbit. Each such pair of calculations

corresponds to a single pair of outbound end return

gine thrust, and the engine performance are the
same as those used for the lunar-orbit shuttle
described earlier. A shielded, reusable vehicle is
assumed.

10

*

gravi~ loss for Maneuvers 2 and 3 is small
and is neglected.
The

,

payloads, which are calculated from the difference

benefit achievable for the small engine, two cases

between the synchronous-orbitmass and the final

have been studied that

mass (after accounting for the dry-stage mssEswhich

escape end shuttle types of missions.

depends on total hydrogen burned). A number of
The

such calculationswere made aud have been used to
construct Fig. 12.

FYom this figure it is possible

to determ.lnethe vehicle requirements for any combination of outbound and return PSY1OSAIS. The hydrogen requirement for any particular case can be
determined from the formula

are

representative

of eerth-

first case considered a lC@ (X)O-lbminitie3

vehicle propelled by a 15 OCQ-lbf-thrust engine to
en effective hyperbolic excess velocity of 33 700
ft/sec in a single burn.

Thrust-vector optimization

resulted in a thrust-vectorprogram bagbing

23 deg

below

ten-

the

velocity

vector

and slowly

rotalAng

gent to the velocIty vector with an approximately

-

I - u 938

nlitialmass
Outbousd
Hydrogen . [in earth orbit
payloed
Capacity
-1.6
.L.
J.O

I

exponential shape. The gain produced by this optimization corresponded to an increase of lg2 ft/sec
or 0.5fi in hyperbolic excess velocity.

The gravity loss is significant only for
Maneuver 1 end only for en initial mass In earth
orbit greater than 200 000 Ibm.

This gravity loss

can be reduced by splittingManeuver 1 into two
separate burns in the now-familiarmanner. The
vehicle requirements for this procedure are presented in Fig. 13.

The second case considered a two-burn lunm?shuttle trensluner ~ection.

Optimization produced

not only a tbxust-vectorprogram but also defined
optimum start end stop times for both burns. The
benefit of the thrust vecta

considered alone was

ssuill,resulting in a 22.3-see reduction h

total

burn time compared to the same burn intervals with
tangential thrust. This burn-time reduction re-

TbrUst vector

Opt i.mizat
ion

results

The

presented

presents a saving of 0.32$.
are

based on tangential

thrust, i.e., the thrust vector Ls aligned with the

Results of thrust-vector optimization during
cooldown phases are not yet available.

velocity vector throughout the burn. For a finitethrust burn it is always possible to achieve a
greater equivalentAV by steering the thrust along
The

some optimum progrsm. The benefits to be gained by
this process increase as the gravity 10Sses ticrease. To ascertain the order-of-magnitudeof the

P&YLObJ210AOED IN SY?ACt(RDN.WS
0R8K AND RSWRNED, lb
REUSABLE SYNCMIONWS
1%

I

ORSIT FERRY VEIWLS

BAsED ON SMALL NUCLEAR ENGINE
FWR BuRNS, RWNO TRIP

NI

‘-ifl%L
lll-hlll

were

thrust-vector

per~ormed

optimization

calculations

by J. R. Streetmen, IASL, using the

‘IXXCATcode supplied by F?rincetonUniversity.

PAYI.OACILOAOED IN STWMRCUWS
‘w!

‘m”m’

‘b

REUSAOLE SfNCNRONWS

OIWf

FERRY VSNICLE

ENGINE MASS . 6Cl10 lb
P0!4ER . 3CX2M-W
TNRUST . 15,DCQlb

‘-”-

DRY STAGE MA2S . 12,940 .0.16

(WDRDGEN)

SPECIFIC IMPULSE

N402MD-

.

l—

rE!OUNO PAYLOAO. lb

Fig. 12.

Initial mass requirements for a synchronous orbit ferry vehicle.

Fig. 13.

Effect of two-burns for Maneuver 1.

3.3.

.
APPENDIX

.

sMALL ENGINE DESCRIPTION
F. P. IRu’ham

The small-engine reactor requires a large num-

discharge pressure between IICO end 1200 psi shculd

ber of hydride-containingsupport elements to meet

provide comfortablemargins of pressure drop for

the nuclear criticality requiremxmts. l%is results

cooling both the support

system

and the nozzle.

in a much higher ratio of support elements to fuel
elements than fn the NERvA-s&ze reactor and thus
provides a larger energy source from the tie-tubes
to drive the turbine in a topping cycle. 3X has
been determined that half the total.reactor flew in
the 2:1 (fuel elemnt/support element) core pattern
is adequate to cool the support elemmts and to
drive the turbine. preliminary estimates sJEo indicate that half the total.reactor flm would be
sufficient for adequate nozzle coollng. &

splittlng

the total flew equa13y between the support stmcture
and the nozzle and using only the tie-tube flcw to

TANK

&
PUMP

h T~TA’

0.45 *

drive the turbine, the system pressure level can be
held at a lcwer value than for NERVA.

In addition,

the pmxseu.n?
-vessel pressu.m is only slightly higher
than the core-inlet pressure, which obviates the need
for a separate Inner pressu= vessel as in NEXVA,
thus effecting both a neutronic and weight saving in
the smaller reactor. The engine schematic for this
system is sha?n in Fig. A .1.
The suppoti-element heat pickup, includingthe
pickup by regenerativelycooled beryllium slats, was
calculated for a 300-MJ reactor having a 2:1 core
pattern with half the propellant flw used for auppoti Ccdl.ing
. The calculations indicated a coolant
outlet temperature of 850”R and a pressure drop of
100 psi for the support system. c?Yclepressure and
temperature calculationswere made assuming a combined turbopump efficiency of 4%,
flw of 1O$ at full pwer,
P=SSUW
ions,

1.2

of 650 pi.

The

a turbine bypass

and a turbine outlet
results

of these calculat-

shown in Fig. A .2, indicate that a pump

IA_
Fig. A .1. Engine cycle schematic.

Two fititbg

.

.

were

considered: pyro.

graphite and non-corroding,lcrif
-density ZrC.

= 280
(l”
a

restit

~

respectively. A detailed weight breakdown is given

260 -

E
z
3
~

.

materials

.-.

+
:

ing engine

weights

were

The

and 6250 lb,

6000

in Table A-I.

24o -

TABLE A-I
220

-

200

-

SM41LLENGINE wEIGRT ESN14M!ES
3fXI w,
2:1 CX)RE PATTERN

?
w
F

Engine We i@,

w
d

100 -

<
A
~
a

TIE?BINE

WTLET

P=650

Pyrographite Porous ZrC
Insulators Inaul&ors

160 1
1
I
1100
1150
1200
PUMP DISCHARGE PRESSURE, psi
45.0
AVAKAELE

Fig. A.2.

500
NOZZLE

Reactor

550
+ REFLECTOR A P, PSI

System pressures and pressure drops.

Weight estimates were msde for a 300W

engine

having the follcwing major par~tere:
Pcwer, W

3W

Chamber tempenture, “R

45C0

Chamber pressure, psla

400

Pump discharge pressure, psla

1.150

FICW rate, lb/see

2:1

len@h, in.

POWER

core

1410

Perfphezy
RefIector
Other hardware

205
1020
285
240

255

NOZZh

5W

same

Shield

915

Sm

Feed system

60@

Sal@

Thmst structure snd
gimbal

3(X*

same

Actuators, instrumentalion,
and centrol

52Y

same

6000

6250

*

52

DENSITY

USED

IN THIS

same
same
1255
same

Pressure vessel
and Skirt

17

Core pattern, (fuel elemnt/suppoti element)
CO=

lb

@

Estimates supplied by SNSO.

STUDY;

~
u

4,600 -

ig
IIJ 4,400 ~
d
?
4,200

-

.
4/200

I
0

.

1

I

1

t

t

1

2

4

6

6

10

12

TIME, h

POWER,

MW

FQ.
F@.

A.3.

Esthated engine

mass veraus

pcwer.

A.b.

Est Imated fuel-elementthe-versustemperature perfo~ce.
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The estimated dependence of engine weight on
~er

is shmn

in Fig. A.3 for

el.emmt pcwer densities. Me

a range

Of fuel-

estimated relation-

ship of operating time to fuel-elenumtexit

temperature is shown in Fig. A.4.
that

a chamber tempemtux%? of

Indications are

4800”R,

which corre-

aponds to a apecfl%c impulse of . 89CIsee, is
attainable for an operating ttie of 1 h.

.

,
H K/db:265(40)
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